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Summary
We have used the interaction
trap, a yeast two-hybrid
system, to identify proteins Interacting with hairy, a
basic-helix-loop-helix
(bHLH) protein that represses
transcription
during Drosophila embryonic segmentation. We find that the grouch0 (gro) protein binds specifically to hairy and also to hairy-related
bHLH proteins encoded by deadpan and the Enhancer of split
complex. The C-terminal WRPW motif present in all
these bHLH proteins is essential for this interaction.
We demonstrate
that these associations reflect in vivo
maternal requirements
for gro during neurogenesis,
segmentation,
and sex determination,
three processes regulated by the above bHLH proteins, and we
propose that gro is a transcriptional
corepressor
recrulted to specific target promoters
by hairy-related
bHLH proteins.
Introduction
Anteroposterior
pattern formation in Drosophila depends
on a cascade of segmentation genes that subdivide the
embryo into successively more precise spatial domains
(Ntisslein-Volhard
and Wieschaus, 1980; reviewed by Ingham, 1988; Howard, 1990; Jiickle et al., 1992). Patterning
relies on the combinatorial action of transcription factors
that are regionally expressed within the syncytial blastoderm embryo, a large multinucleate cell. hairy is a member
of the pair-rule class of genes, whose periodic patterns of
expression control the establishment of segmental primordia. It encodes a nuclear protein that regulates expression
of target segmentation genes; in particular, it represses
transcription of the fushi rarazu (fiz) pair-rule gene. Thus,
fiz stripes are expanded in hairy mutant embryos and are
abolished by ectopic hairy expression (Carroll and Scott,

1986; Howard and Ingham, 1986; Ish-Horowitz and Pinchin, 1987).
hairy encodes a basic-helix-loop-helix
(bHLH) transcription factor that is structurally related to proteins, encoded
by the Enhancer of split complex (E(SPL)-C) and deadpan
(dpn), that are active during neurogenesis and sex determination, respectively (Klambt et al., 1989; Rushlow et al.,
1989; Bier et al., 1992; Delidakis and Artavanis-Tsakonas,
1992; Knust et al., 1992; Younger-Shepherd
et al., 1992).
All hairy-related proteins terminate with identical tetrapeptides (WRPW) and have similar bHLH domains with a distinctive proline in the basic domain. The “WRPW” motif
is required for hairy function during segmentation and,
later, during adult bristle patterning (Ingham et al., 1985;
Wainwright and Ish-Horowitz,
1992). Hairy-related proteins also include a region just C-terminal of the bHLH
domain that is rich in hydrophobic amino acids (Knust et
al., 1992).
The E(SPL)-C encodes seven hairy-related bHLH proteins required for lateral inhibition, a commonly used process of cell signaling that drives neighboring cells to adopt
different fates (reviewed by Greenwald and Rubin, 1992;
Campos-Ortega,
1993). During neurogenesis
and adult
bristle patterning, clusters of proneural cells express nonhairy-related
bHLH proteins encoded by the achaefescutecomplex (AS-C). Lateral inhibition within a proneural
cluster restricts the domain of AS-C activity to a single
cell that pursues neural development; the others become
epidermoblasts.
In E(SPL)-C mutant embryos, all proneural cells adopt neural cell fates (Delidakis et al., 1991;
Schrons et al., 1992) leading to the “neurogenic” phenotype: neural hyperplasia and loss of epidermal cuticle.
The dpn bHLH domain is 84% identical to that of hairy
(Bier et al., 1992). Dpn acts during sex determination when
it is involved in repressing transcription of the femalespecific Sex/etha/(Sxl) gene in male embryos: dpn mutant
embryos are selectively male lethal owing to ectopic Sxl
expression (Younger-Shepherd
et al., 1992). dpn is also
expressed during segmentation and in neural precursor
cells, although its role in these processes is unclear.
In general, bHLH proteins homo- or heterodimerize via
the HLH domain (Murre et al., 1989) bringing together
two domains rich in basic amino acids that make sequence-specific
contacts to DNA (Ferre-dAmare
et al.,
1993). bHLH proteins act as both positive and negative
regulators of transcription. For example, bHLH proteins
from the AS-C activate transcription via heterodimers with
the ubiquitously expressed daughterless (da) bHLH protein (Cabrera and Alonso, 1991). In contrast, other HLH
proteins lack a basic domain and repress transcription
by sequestering activator bHLH proteins as heterodimers
that cannot bind DNA; extra macrochaetae (em) encodes
such a protein and can prevent da-AS-C complexes from
binding DNA in vitro(Elliset al., 1990; Garrell and Modolell,
1990; Van Doren et al., 1991; Martinez et al., 1993).
Hairy also represses transcription, but several lines of
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evidence show that hairy and related proteins bind DNA
directly. The E(spl)-m8 protein binds DNA in vitro (Tietze
et al., 1992). The rat HES-1 protein, whose bHLH domain
is 77% identical to that of hairy, binds the same sites as
does E(spl)-m8 and mediates transcriptional repression in
cultured mammalian cells (Sasai et al., 1992). Although
the sites through which hairy represses tiz are not known,
its function requires an intact basic domain (Wainwright
and Ish-Horowitz,
1992) the structure of which is conserved in homologous genes from invertebrates and vertebrates (Sasai et al., 1992; Wainwright and Ish-Horowitz,
1992; Sommer and Tautz, 1993). Finally, recent studies
show that hairy protein can bind DNA in vitro (M. Caudy,
personal communication;
J. Posakony, personal communication).
If hairy binds DNA to repress transcription, it should act
together with other protein cofactors. These are likely to
be produced maternally (Vavra and Carroll, 1989) and to
be difficult to find by standard genetic means; thus, we
have used the interaction trap (Gyuris et al., 1993) a yeast
two-hybrid system (Fields and Song, 1989), to identify proteins that interact specifically with hairy. In this paper, we
establish that hairy binds directly to the protein product
of the groucho (gro) locus, a gene (with its mechanism of
action unknown) that acts maternally during neurogenesis
(Delidakis et al., 1991; Schrons et al., 1992). Gro is not
itself a bHLH protein (Hartley et al., 1988), but it includes
repeated WD40 motifs, present in a number of other proteins and postulated to mediate protein-protein
interactions (reviewed by van der Voorn and Ploegh, 1992). We
demonstrate hairy binding to gro, and we show that gro
also binds specifically to hairy-related bHLH proteins from
the E(SPL)-C and don. These interactions depend on the
common WRPW motif. We investigate the significance of
gro-bHLH complexes in vivo by eliminating gro activity
from embryos, and we find that gro is required for at least
three developmental
processes that depend on hairyrelated bHLH proteins: neurogenesis, segmentation, and
sex determination. We propose that gro is a transcriptional
corepressor that regulates transcription when recruited to
specific target DNA by hairy-related bHLH proteins.
Results
Hairy and Gro Interact Specifically
in Yeast
We used the interaction trap (Gyuris et al., 1993) a yeast
two-hybrid system (Fields and Song, 1989), to select proteins that bind to hairy. In these experiments, physical
association between a protein fused to LexA and a second
protein fused to a transcriptional activation domain is detected by the transcription of two reporter genes, LEU2
and/acZ, thatcontain upstream LexA-bindingsites(Gyuris
et al., 1993; Finley and Brent, 1994). Hairy fused to LexA
does not activate transcription in yeast, so we created a
selection strain expressing LexA-hairy and the reporter
genes, and we transformed it with a plasmid embryonic
cDNA library that directs synthesis of activator-tagged
Drosophila proteins (see Experimental Procedures). From
1 x lo8 yeast transformants, 13 plasmids were isolated
that encode cDNA proteins that interact with hairy and
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(A) Diagram of gro and its derivatives
used in this study. pZP54, a
cDNA clone selected in the interaction trap screen, encodes gro25,-119.
The WD40 repeats are lacking in gro251-4,+ The solid line denotes the
cDNA and the Mlul (M) and Xhol (X) sites used to generate the clone
expressing
gr0251-4,4.
(B) Yeast interaction assay showing specific interaction between hairy
and gro. Plasmids expressing either activator domain-tagged
gro2S1.119,
tagged full-length gro, or control library vector were introduced
into
yeast cells containing different LexAderivative
fusions. Three independent colonies from each transformation
were streaked on a master plate
and were replica plated onto plates that select for ability to grow in
the absence of leucine. Only cells expressing
hairy and either gr%1.719
or gro grow on Leu- plates that contain galactose. All strains grow on
control Leu’ plates, and none grow on glucose-containing
plates on
which expression
of gro fusions are not induced (data not shown).
Shown are LexA fusions with DmcdcZ, bed, da, and hairy. Equivalent
results were achieved monitoring lacZ expression
using X-Gal indicator plates (data not shown).

activate the reporter genes. Most of these proteins are
encoded by previously uncharacterized
genes and will be
described elsewhere. One of the cDNA clones (pZP54)
encodes the carboxy-terminal
85% of the gro protein, between amino acids 251 and 719 (gro251-719; Figure 1A).
To show that gro interacts specifically with hairy, we
introduced expression plasmids encoding activator-tagged
versions of gro (gro251-719) or full-length gro (gro,&
into
yeast strains that express LexA-hairy or other LexA fusions, and we monitored activation of the two reporter
genes. Gro251-719 and gro1-71g interact with LexA-hairy fusions but not with LexA fusions to various unrelated proteins, including the da C-terminal 218 amino acids, the
Drosophilacdci!
kinase homolog (DmcdcP), and the bicoid
amino-terminal
160 amino acids (Figure 1 B).
Gro Also Interacts with Hairy-Related
bHLH Proteins
As the hairy-related E(spl) proteins are, like gro, required
for neurogenesis, we investigated whether they too bind
to gro. (Here, we use the term E(SPL)-C to refer to the
complex of bHLH genes, and we use E(spl) to refer to
bHLH proteins encoded therein. By this terminology, gro
is not considered to be part of the E(SPL)-C. See Experimental Procedures.) Using the yeast assay, we examined
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Table 1. Gro Interacts

in Drosophila

with hairy-Related

bHLH

Proteins
kDa

LexA Fusions

b-Galactosidase

pJG4-5

pJG-gro
LexA-Dmcdc2
LexA-hairy
LexA-E(spl)-mS/C
LexA-E(spl)-m3
LexA-E(spl)-m5
LexA-E(spl)-m7
LexA-E(spl)-m8
LexA-dpn

6*4
19 f
135 f
54 f
139 +
138 f
360 +
28 f

Activity

6
18
11
40
15
44
10

6?4
424
11 f 6
5f4
8+8
13 f 11
7 k IO
7-t4

LexA-bHLH
fusion genes were transformed
into yeast containing the
appropriate
/acZ reporter construct
and pJG-gro
or control pJG4-5
vector. Two independent
measurements
of f%galactosidase
activity
were taken from each of three independent
isolates grown in liquid
culture on medium containing 2% galactose-2%
raffinose to induce
gro expression.
LexA-Dmcdc2
was used as a negative control because the uninterrupted
polylinker of LexA(ZOZ+pl)
encodes a weak
adventitious
activator activity (Ft. L. Finley and R. Brent, unpublished
data). Analogous
results were achieved by analyzing many colonies
on X-Gal indicator plates and by analyzing for growth on Leu- plates
(e.g., Figure 1).

interactions between gro and E(spl) proteins and between
LexA and E(spl) proteins (E(spl)-m&/C, -m3, -m5, -m7, and
-m8). All interact with gro, as does dpn, the other hairyrelated bHLH protein (Table 1).
We also demonstrated the specificity of these interactions in vitro. The bHLH proteins fused to glutathione
S-transferase (GST) were expressed in bacteria, were immobilized on glutathione-Sepharose
beads, and were
tested for their ability to bind 35S-labeled gro (Experimental
Procedures). The results are consistent with those from
the yeast interaction assay: gro is specifically retained on
beads coupled to GST-hairy, GST-E(spl)-m&/C,
GSTE(spl)-m7, and GST-E(spl)-m8, but it is not bound to beads
linked to GST or GST-T4 (Figure 2). Thus, gro forms complexes with hairy-related bHLH proteins both in yeast and
in vitro, despite not being a bHLH protein.
The WRPW Domain, but Not the bHLH, of Hairy
and Related Proteins Is Required
for Interaction with Gro
We tested whether hairy-related proteins require the bHLH
oligomerization domain to interact with gro. Gro still interacts with a derivative of hairy that contains three missense
mutations in helix 1 (hairymhxI) and with derivatives of hairy
and E(spl)-m7 that lack their bHLH domains entirely (hairyAbHLH and E(spl)-m7AbHLH,
respectively; Table 2; see
Experimental Procedures). These results show that hairyrelated proteins interact with gro independently
of their
bHLH domains.
In contrast, LexA-hairyABam,
a construct lacking the
last 69 amino acids of hairy, does not interact with gro in
yeast (Table 2). GST-hairyANot,
a mutant deleted for the
C-terminal 91 amino acids, similarly abolishes binding to
gro in vitro (Figure 3). Because these deletions remove the
C-terminal WRPW motif that is conserved in hairy-related
bHLH proteins, we tested the effects of precise removal
of these four amino acids. Gro fails to interact with hairy-
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Figure 2. Gro Interacts Specifically
m7, and E(spl)-m8 In Vitro
In vitro translated,

4

30

d

2’

with Hairy and E(spl)-m&/C,

E(spl)-

radiolabeled

gro protein was incubated with GST,
GST-E(spl)-m7,
GST-E(spl)-m8,
and
GST-T4
immobilized
on glutathione-Sepharose
beads. After the
beads were washed,
retained gro protein was examined
by SDSPAGE and autoradiography.
The arrow indicates the position of fulllength %-labeled
gro protein.

GST-hairy, GST-E(spl)-ms/C,

AWRPW in yeast and with E(spl)-m7AWRPW
in yeast or
in vitro, showing that both hairy and E(spl)-m7 require the
WRPW motif to bind to gro (Table 2; Figure 3).
The WD40 Repeat Domain of Gro Is Not Essential
for Interaction with bHLH Proteins
Gro251-719, which interacts with bHLH proteins as effectively as does full-length gro, includes five repeated WD40
motifs, a domain that may mediate specific interprotein
interactions (see Figure 1A). Nevertheless, the WD40 repeats in gro are not required for binding to hairy-related
bHLH proteins; gro251-414.,which lacks any WD40 repeats
(see Figure 1 A), still interacts strongly with E(spl)-m7 (Table 3), and with E(spl)-mUC, -m3, and -m8 (data not
shown). We note that the last 22 amino acids in gro251-414
include 17 that are identical to the corresponding
region
in vertebrate gro homologs (Stifani et al., 1992).
hairy and gro Interact Genetically
in Segmentation
The interactions we demonstrated in yeast between gro
and hairy are unexpected because gro has not previously
been implicated in segmentation, when hairy is active in
repressing&z. We therefore tested for genetic interactions
between hairy and gro mutations that might implygro functioning during embryonic segmentation. Table 4 shows
that the cuticular phenotypes of hairy mutant embryos are
enhanced by decreased maternal gro gene dosage. Weak
hairy phenotypes show enhanced penetrance in embryos
derived from mothers with only a single active copy of the
gro gene (Table 4, cross A). Over 25% of embryos show
segmental defects, indicating that patterning of heterozygous hairy embryos is affected. Reciprocal crosses show
that the cuticle defects are dependent on maternal but not
zygotic gro gene dosage.
A role for gro in segmentation is further supported by
crosses that generate heterozygous hairy embryos from
gro/+ mothers. Segmentation is usually normal in h/+ embryos because hairy is recessive, but up to 38% of embryos (76% of h/+ embryos) show significant segmental
defects when derived from heterozygous gro mothers (Table 4, crosses B and C). Most severely affected is the
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Table 2. The WRPW Motif, but Not the bHLH Domain,
Hairy-Related
Proteins Is Required for Binding to Gro
LexA Fusions

LexA-hairy
LexA-hairymh.,
LexA-hairyABam
LexA-hairyAWRPW
LexA-hairyAbHLH
LexA-E(spl)-m7
LexA-E(spl)-m7AWRPW
LexA-E(spl)-m7AbHLH

8-Galactosidase

of

Activity

pJG-gro

pJG4-5

15 f
9*7
12 f
4*2
28 f
109 f
19 f
842 f

122
(1
5*3
lrtl
2+2
15 + 18
33 f 13
80 2 15

7
10
18
37
10
457

f3-Galactosidase
assays were conducted
as for Table 1. Although the
level of 8-galactosidase
activity appears higher in LexA-haifyABam
than in LexA-hairy,,,.,
in this assay, neither LexA-hairyABam
nor
LexA-hairyAWRPW
directs 8-galactosidase
expression
in colonies on
X-Gal indicator plates, nor do they grow on Leu- plates (data not
shown). Conversely,
LexA-hairymh.,
and LexA-hairy
direct /acZ expression
detectable
on X-Gal plates, and they also direct grodependent growth on Leu plates. Failure of binding to AWRPW constructs is not due to failure of protein accumulation
because these
constructs
still interact with other hairy- and E(spl)-m7-interacting
cDNA constructs
(2. P., unpublished
data). The pJG4-5 control experiments indicate that deleting the WRPW motif or the bHLH domain in
E(spl)-m7 leads to gro-independent
transcriptional
activation.

A4 denticle band (data not shown), the most sensitive to
reductions in hairy dosage (Ingham et al., 1985). Again,
reciprocal crosses show that the effect depends on maternal gro dosage, consistent with the substantial maternal
deposition of gro protein in the egg (Delidakis et al., 1991).
Maternal Gro Is Essential for Segmentation
To show that gro is required during segmentation, we examined the development of embryos completely lacking
maternal gro activity. As gro- mothers are inviable, we
transplanted homozygous mutant germ cells into wild-type
hosts that lack competent germ cells so that all eggs laid
originate from the transplanted cells (Experimental Proceduress). From 705 injected embryos, 8 fertile females were
recovered. Of these, 4 received gro+ germ cells, recognizable because a high proportion of their eggs present no
obvious cuticular phenotypes and yield viable adults with
maternally inherited balancer chromosomes (Experimental Procedures). Four females received gro/gro germ cells
(gromat- females), yet were fully fertile. These flies together
laid several hundred eggs, demonstrating that gro activity
is not required in the female germ line.
Such embryos display a neurogenic
phenotype that
eliminates the embryonic epidermis and masks any segmental cuticular defects (Schrons et al., 1992; below);
thus, we examined the expression of various segmentation genes at stages when embryonic pattern is first established. In wild-type embryos, the segment polarity gene
engrailod (en) is initiated at gastrulation in 14 stripes that
mark the anterior of each parasegmental
metamere. In
m*tembryos,
en
protein
is
expressed
in
a
broad central
cm
domain, showing that metameric pattern is never established (Figure 49). All embryos stain similarly, indicating
that paternal zygotic gro activity is unable to rescue the
segmentation phenotype.

kDa

46 I,
30 21 II,

Figure 3. Interactions
Proteins

with Gro Require

the WRPW

Domain

of bHLH

In vitro translated,
%S-labeled gro protein was incubated with GSThairy, GST-hairyANot
(GST-HANot),
GST-E(spl)-m7,
and GSTE(spl)-m7AWRPW
and was adsorbed
to glutathione-Sepharose
beads. The beads were washed, and retained gro protein was examined by SDS-PAGE
and autoradiography.
The arrow indicates the
position of full-length %-labeled
gro protein.

The aberrant en pattern in gromat- embryos could result
from disrupted expression of the pair-rule genes, the overlapping stripes of which define domains of en expression.
In particular, we wanted to test whether expression of fiz,
an hairy target pair-rule gene, is affected. fiz domains are
largely determined through repression by hairy and a second pair-rule gene, even-skipped (eve; Carroll and Scott,
1986; Howard and Ingham, 1986; Frasch and Levine, 1987;
Ish-Horowitz and Pinchin, 1987; Carroll and Vavra, 1989;
Ish-Horowitz et al., 1989; Lawrence and Johnston, 1989;
Manoukian and Krause, 1992). We examined hairy and
ftz protein expression in gro”‘- blastoderm embryos and
found that neither show their normal seven-striped patterns. Early in blastoderm stage 14, ffz is expressed in a
narrow anterior stripe and a broad posterior domain (Figure 4a). hairy is expressed at high levels in two broad
domains, separated by a domain of lower level expression
(Figure 4~). By middle to late stage 14, both hairy and fiz
are expressed in broad overlapping domains that span
most of the trunk region (Figures 4b and 4d). eve expression is also disrupted, being expressed in a broad central
domain (Figures 4e and 4f). The coexpression of hairy,
eve, and fiz strongly argues that gro is required for haifyand eve-dependent
repression of ffz.
Maternal Gro Is Required for Neurogenesis
The interactions in yeast and in vitro between gro and
the E(spl) proteins suggest that gro-E(spl) complexes play
Table 3. The WD40 Repeats Are Dispensible
Interaction
with E(spl)-m7 Proteins

for the Gro

Gro Derivatives

8-Galactosidase

Activity

pJG4-5 vector
Gro251-719
Gro,.ns
Grog,.414

8*3
240 f 117
155 f 45
185 + 87

Gro derivatives
(Figure IA) were transformed
into yeast expressing
LexA-E(spl)-m7.
Gro251..ld lacks all WD40 repeats. Assays were conducted as for Table 1.
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Table 4. hairy Embryos
Gene Dosage

Cross

in Drosophila

Are Sensitive

Female
Genotype

to Maternal

gro

Male
Genotype

Percent of Progeny
Segmental
Defects

A

h gro/lMB
h/TM3

x
x

h/TM3
h gro/lM3

54 + 4
22 + 5

0

h gro/lMd
+/-I

x
x

i/t
h gro/TMS

16 + 4
2+2

gro/TMB
h/-TM3

x
x

h/lM3
grolTM3

36 f
5+5

C

with

7

Two to three independent
recombinant
h groE* stocks (two weak hairy
alleles: hTzc and h”“) were crossed to the respective hairy alleles (cross
A), or to wild-type flies (Cross 6). In (cross C), stronger alleles (hc7,
hWT5, and hf22) were crossed
to groEe or Dff3/?)E(~pl)~‘~
flies. Cuticle
preparations
from 16-20 hr embryos
(i.e., before hatching)
were
scored for incomplete
or missing ventral denticle bands. In cross A,
the frequency of embryos with segmentation
defects includes homozygous hairy embryos
(whose phenotypes
were enhanced
in crosses
from gro/+ mothers; data not shown) and heterozygous
hairy embryos.
In crosses
Et and C, maternal heterozygosity
for gro enhanced
the
frequency
of defects in heterozygous
hairy embryos. For each section,
the frequencies
of progeny showing pattern defects was averaged
between the crosses.

direct roles in neurogenesis. This is consistent with the
results of our germ-line transplantation
experiments,
which confirm and extend those of Schrons et al. (1992)
who showed that gromat- embryos exhibit neurogenic phenotypes. All the eggs from the four gro”’
females that
we generated completely lack embryonic cuticle (Figure
5a), a neurogenic phenotype that is at least as severe as
that previously reported (Schrons et al., 1992). We see
only one phenotypic class, indicating that there is no paternal rescue of gro”“‘- embryos by gro+ sperm.
To study neural differentiation
directly, we used the
hunchback (hb) gap gene, which is first expressed early
in the anterior half of wild-type embryos and, later, in delaminated neuroblasts and their progeny (Cabrera and
Alonso, 1991). The former pattern is undisturbed in gromatembryos(Figure
5c) but, in older embryos, hb isexpressed
in an intense ventral domain (Figure 5b), indicative of extensive ectopic neural development and consistent with
a role for gro-E(spl) protein complexes in lateral inhibition.
Gro Is Required To Repress Sxl Activity during
the Initiation of Sex Determination
The hairy-related bHLH protein, dpn, is implicated in Drosophila sex determination,
a process that depends critically on female-specific activation of the Sxl gene, which
regulates both sex differentiation and dosage compensation (reviewed by Parkhurst and Meneely, 1994). Sxl is
initiated from a specific early promoter according to the
X:A ratio, the balance between X-linked genes (“numerators”) that activate early Sxl transcription and autosomal
genes (“denominators”)
that inhibit such transcription
(Cline, 1988; Keyes et al., 1992). Females (2X) encode
sufficient numerator genes to overcome autosomal inhibition of early Sxl transcription; in males (lx), denominators
successfully inhibit Sxl activation. Sxl activity is subsequently maintained by autoregulatory RNA splicing: both

sexes make Sxl transcripts, but their productive splicing
requires previously synthesized Sxl protein that is only
available from the early, female-specific transcript (Bell et
al., 1988; Bopp et al., 1991; Keyes et al., 1992). Thus, a
state of Sxl activation is maintained only in female embryos.
dpn behaves as a denominator gene: dpn mutations are
selectively male lethal because they fail to repress Sxl,
and extra doses of dpn’ tend to masculinize embryos
(Younger-Shepherd
et al., 1992). To determine whether
dpn activity in sex determination
might require gro, we
stained gro”“‘- embryos with a monoclonal antibody specific for the active female-specific form of Sxl (Bopp et al.,
1991). Strikingly, the mutant embryos all stain for active
Sxl protein, showing that Sxl is ectopically activated in the
males (Figure 8): 28/31 postgastrulation
embryos stained
(3 were undeveloped),
indicating that embryos of both
sexes express Sxl. Although our fixation protocol was not
optimized for Sxl detection in early embryos, our results
indicate that ectopic expression in grPa+ embryos is already present during blastoderm cycle 14. Maternal gro
must act prior to such staining, i.e., when Sxl activity is
being determined by the X:A ratio. These results, taken
together with those of the yeast assays, argue that grodpn complexes act directly to repress early Sxl transcription.
Discussion
Using the yeast interaction trap, we have selected gro as a
hairy-binding protein, and we have demonstrated specific
interactions of gro with hairy and related bHLH proteins
encoded by the E(SPL)-C and dpn (Table 1). Gro binding
to hairy-related proteins depends on their WRPW motif,
the function of which was previously not understood but
that is necessary for hairy activity during segmentation
and bristle patterning (Ingham et al., 1985; Wainwright
and Ish-Horowitz, 1992). The region in gro between amino
acids 251 and 414 is sufficient for bHLH binding (Table
3); the WD40-repeat domain is not required, though it may
be important in vivo for recognizing other factors that regulate transcription.
We have highlighted a role for gro in embryonic segmentation by demonstrating genetic interactions between gro
and hairy mutations and by analyzing embryos lacking
maternal gro activity. The latter experiments show that
processes regulated by these bHLH proteins, neurogenesis, segmentation, and sex determination, all depend on
gro function. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that gro forms biologically active complexes with
bHLH proteins and that such complexes function in tissuespecific transcriptional repression.
gro Is Necessary for Transcriptional
Repression
of ffz during Embryonic Segmentation
Clearly, gro is required for embryonic segmentation. Although gro”‘- embryos cellularize normally, they fail to
establish metamericorganization
because pair-rule genes
are not expressed in stripes (Figure 4). We have demonstrated genetic interactions between hairy and maternal
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Figure

4. Maternal

gro Is Required

for Segmentation

grOmn- embryos were stained for segmentation
gene proteins. Pair-rule striping
fails in mid-stage (a, c, e) and late-stage (b, d, f) blastoderm
stage 14 embryos.
Embryos were stained for ftz (a, b), hairy (c, d), and eve (e, f). Hairy expression
is detectable
between the two broad stripes in (c) and still in two stripes in (d).
In (c) and (d), anterodorsal
haify expression
extends too far anterior and ventral,
indicating perturbations
in terminal and dorsoventral
patterning.
(g) Broad en protein staining in embryo commencing
germband extension showing
that metameres
are never established.
Anterior is to the left.

Figure 5. Embryos Lacking
tivity Are Neurogenic

Maternal

gro Ac-

grV*‘- embryos show the following: almost complete loss of cuticle (a); a late embryo with ectopic hb protein expression
in an extensiveventral domain and other scattered
patches (b);
anterior hb staining in early gro”“‘- blastoderm
embryo, which is normal (c); hb staining in a
late wild-type embryo(d).
Anterior is to the left.
Figure 6. Sxl Is
groma- Embryos

Ectopically

Expressed

in

Sxl staining of wild-type embryos:
unstained
male(a)andstainedfemaleembryos(b).
gro”‘“‘embryos:
general staining of an embryo commencing germband extension (the lack of invaginating ventral mesoderm
suggests
that dorsoventral
pattern is abnormal) (c) and intense
Sxl staining in later embryo (d). Male and femalegfV’-embryosare
indistinguishable,
unlike the wild-type embryos
stained in parallel.
Anterior is to the left.

Figure

5
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gro and E(SPL)-C Act Together
during Lateral Inhibition
Lateral inhibition operates to select individual cells in a
variety of developmental
contexts, including neurogenesis, myogenesis,
eye development,
and oogenesis
(Greenwald and Rubin, 1992). Genetic interactions between different neurogenic mutations indicate that E(spl)
and gro act at the last stages of this signaling pathway
(Lieber et al., 1993). Our experiments in yeast and in vitro
suggest a simple molecular explanation of these observations; namely, that gro-E(spl) complexes are active regulators of transcription during neurogenesis.
Indeed, both
sets of proteins localize to the nucleus, as expected for
transcriptional
regulators (Delidakis et al., 1991; B. Jennings and S. Bray, personal communication).
Gro is likely
to mediate the activity of all E(spl) proteins because the
severe neurogenic phenotype of gro”‘- is at least as strong
as that of E(SPL)-C- embryos (Figure 5a; Delidakis et al.,
1991; Schrons et al., 1992). Indeed, all five E(spl) proteins
that we tested bind gro. An attractive mechanism for
E(SPL)-C and gro function during neurogenesis
is that
gro-E(spl) complexes promote epidermal cell fates by repressing transcription
of proneural AS-C genes (see
below).

that this promoter remains transcriptionally
inactive in
male embryos. Our finding that male grd”“‘- embryos activate Sxl indicates that maternal gro is required for denominator activity, i.e., to repress the early Sxl promoter, the
activity of which triggers Sxl autoregulation.
Ectopic Sxl
expression is already evident by blastoderm stage 14, indicating that gro should act while the X:A ratio is being evaluated. dpn expression is unaffected in gro”“’ embryos (Z. P.
and S. M. W., unpublished data), indicating that gro is
required for dpn activity.
One model for denominator action is that denominators
complex numerator proteins to prevent binding of the latter
to DNA and activation of Sxl transcription by the latter
(Parkhurst et al., 1990; Garrell and Campuzano, 1991).
Indeed, AS-C T4 corresponds to one of the numerator
activities (sisterless b; Cline, 1988) that activates early Sxl
transcription, presumably via da-T4 bHLH heterodimers
(Torres and Sanchez, 1989; Parkhurst et al., 1990; Erickson and Cline, 1991; Parkhurst et al., 1993). Such complexes are disrupted in vitro by emc, an HLH protein that
lacks a basic domain (Van Doren et al., 1991; Marfnez et
al., 1993). Recent evidence implies that emc contributes
maternally to repressing Sxl activation in male embryos,
thus behaving as a maternal denominator
(YoungerShepherd et al., 1992).
However, analogies between dpn, hairy, and E(SPL)-C
imply a different mechanism of regulating Sxl. Although
hairy does not normally act during sex determination,
its
premature expression from the hb promoter mimics dpn
denominator activity, suppressing Sxl initiation and causing female lethality (Parkhurst et al., 1990). Several lines
of evidence argue that the basic DNA-binding domain is
required for hairy and E(spl) function (see Introduction), so
it should also be required for dpn during sex determination.
There is a further parallel between the hairy-related bHLH
genes: all antagonize AS-C activity. dpn does so during
sex determination,
E(SPL)-C does so during neurogenesis, and hairy does so during the patterning of adult sensory bristles when it antagonizes achaete (AS-C 75; Botas
et al., 1982).
Our results argue that dpn and gro participate in a DNAbound complex that represses the early Sxl promoter.
Lack of maternal gro activity causes most or all cells to
express Sxl, whereas only a proportion of cells misexpress
Sxl in embryos mutant for dpn (Younger-Shepherd
et al.,
1992). This severe effect of gro mutations on sex determination implies that gro interacts with other denominators,
perhaps other bHLH proteins like dpn. Gro is present at
high concentrations in the egg, so is likely to be present
in considerable excess. Its ability to repress Sxlwill depend
on limiting concentrations of partner denominator activities.

gro Mediates Denominator
Activity
during Sex Determination
Our experiments also indicate that gro-bHLH complexes
are important for the initiation of sex determination. During
normal development, X-linked numerator gene products
attempt to activate the early Sxl promoter and establish
female pathways of development and dosage compensation. dpn and other autosomal denominator genes ensure

A Model for gro and Transcriptional
Repression
The nuclear localization of gro and its interactions with
bHLH proteins together point to a role in regulating transcription. Gro-bHLH
complexes are implicated in processes involving transcriptional repression: that of Sxl by
dpn, fiz by hairy, and, arguably, AS-C by E(spl). We propose that gro acts as a corepressor, i.e., as a transcriptional repressor that only associates with DNA when re-

gro during segmentation (Table 4), and we have shown
ffz misexpression in gromat- embryo expression (Figure 4).
We cannot exclude the possibility that gro acts indirectly
on ftz, but the role of gro in transcriptional
regulation by
other hairy-related bHLH proteins, in particular during sex
determination via the closely related dpn protein, is consistent with gro-hairy complexes directly repressing fiz transcription.
gro must play further roles in embryonic patterning in
addition to interacting with hairy (Paroush et al., unpublished data). Eve is also a potent repressor of ffz transcription (Manoukian and Krause, 1992) yet eve and ftz expression overlap in gro”’ embryos (Figure 4). We do not yet
know whether gro binds directly to eve. Also, although
anterior hb expression appears normal in gro”“‘- embryos,
expression of the gap gene Kri@pe/(Kr) is abolished (2. P.,
S. M. W., and D. I.-H., unpublished data). This explains
the disruption of hairy and eve striping (Figure 4) but not
the failure of ffz repression; hairy and eve transcription are
regulated by Kr, but ffz expression in Kr mutant embryos is
still reciprocal to that of hairy and eve (Frasch and Levine,
1987; lngham et al., 1986). Finally, we note that terminal
and dorsoventral patterning are also disturbed in gro’“‘lembryos: the anterodorsal hairy domain expands anteriorly and ventrally (Figures 4c and 4d), and ventral furrow
formation is abnormal (Figure 6a).
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cruited to target genes by appropriate
tissue-specific
DNA-binding
transcription
factors. Gro lacks a known
DNA-binding motif, and its activity and specificity in regulating transcription should depend on other proteins. Maternal gro is present throughout the embryo (Delidakis et
al., 1991), so it can only contribute to tissue-specific repression by acting in combination with proteins whose expression is spatially restricted. Although our experiments
show such interactions with bHLH proteins, gro may also
interact with other classes of DNA-binding transcription
factors.
If gro acts as a repressor during sex determination and
segmentation, we might expect it to act similarly during
neurogenesis, i.e., that E(spl) proteins function byrepressing transcription. Lateral inhibition acts to prevent adjacent
and equivalent cells from all following the same developmental pathway. This involves cell communication via cell
surface ligands and receptors encoded by Delta and
Notch, respectively(Fehon
et al., 1990; Heitzler and Simpson, 1991), and intracellular signaling using other neurogenie genes. The E(SPL)-C functions at the end of this
pathway in the nucleus (Lieber et al., 1993), in which its
proteins could directly modulate transcription of genes
that establish cell fates. In particular, we propose that
E(spl) and gro promote epidermal cell fates during neurogenesis by repressing AS-C transcription
in otherwise
proneural cells (see also Campos-Ortega,
1993). During
myogenesis, gro-E(spl) complexes should act by repressing promyogenic gene transcription.
Transcriptional
repression in eukaryotes may often involve corepressors.
In yeast, repression of al-specific
gene transcription by the a2 mating type protein depends
on TUPl and SSNG, genes that encode corepressors as
defined above; both Tupl and Ssn6 are required for repression and are targeted to DNA by other, sequencespecific binding proteins (Keleher et al., 1992). It is interesting to note that, like gro, Tupl includes WD40 repeats
(Williams and Trumbly, 1990). Detailed mechanisms of
repression are poorly understood, but a number of proteins, including retinoblastoma and adenovirus El B, may
function as corepressors
in higher eukaryotes (Dalton,
1992; Weintraubet al., 1992; Yewet al., 1994). By analogy
with yeast, repressor complexes in higher eukaryotes
should include multiple components. In the case of segmentation, these are likely to be maternally encoded (Vavra and Carroll, 1969), and they may be included among
the other hairy-binding clones we have identified with the
yeast interaction trap system.
Genes homologous to the Drosophila neurogenic genes
have been identified in vertebrates, showing that the lateral inhibition pathway of cell signaling is eVOlUtiOnarily
conserved.
Genes encoding proteins homologous
to
hairy, E(spl), and gro are all present (Sasai et al., 1992;
Stifani et al., 1992), as are homologs of the cell surface
molecules Delta and Notch (Coffman et al., 1990; D. Henrique, A. Myat, J. Adam, J. Lewis, and D. I.-H., unpublished
data). The conservation of a C-terminal WRPW domain
in vertebrate hairy-related bHLH proteins suggests that
transcriptional
repression by gro may also be important
for determining cell fates in vertebrates.

Experimental Procedures
Flies
The mutant alleles used in the transheterozygote
experiments
were
as follows: b’= and h”“ (weak), hwj5 (strong), and Df(3L)h’z2 and hC’
(complete)
loss-of-function
haify alleles (Ingham et al.. 1985; Wainwright and Ish-Horowitz,
1992). grox”5and groEM are strong and probable null alleles, respedively(Delidakiset
al., 1991), and D@‘R)E(spl)Bxzz
is a chromosomal
deletion encompassing
E(sp/)-m5,
-m7, -mB, and
gro (Delidakis et al., 1991).
E(SPL)-C nomenclature
is ambiguous
because of its close linkage
with gro (Hartley et al., 1988; Kl&mbt et al., 1989). To avoid confusion,
we consider E(SPL)-C and gro separately because, although both function during neurogenesis,
gro is maternal and ubiquitously
expressed
during development;
E(SPL)-C bHLH genes are expressed
tissue specifically and largely zygotically (see also Campos-Ortega,
1993). Also,
they encode different classes of nuclear protein. Genes within the
E(SPL)-C show partial functional redundancy
but cannot replace gro
(Schrons et al., 1992; this paper). We distinguish
the different E(spl)
bHLH proteins via their transcripts,
e.g., the E(spl)-m8 protein. We do
not use E(spl) to refer to the original dominant allele of E(spl)-m8.
E(sp/)-mC and E(sp/)-md are the same gene (Delidakis
and ArtavanisTsakonas,
1992; Knust et al., 1992).
Plasmid Construction
Molecular
manipulations
were conducted
essentially
according
to
standard protocols (Ausubel et al., 1987-1993;
Sambrook et al., 1989).
Constructs
were usually generated
by inserting fragments
made by
amplification
using the polymerase
chain reactions (PCRs) into appropriate vectors and sites. Typically,
amplification
primers were 22-26
bases long, comprising
six terminal 5’ bases, a restriction
site, and
12-13 bases of exact homology.
Standard PCR amplification
conditions were 94OC for 1 min, 45°C for 2 min, and 72% for 3 min for
five cycles, followed by 25 cycles of 94°C for 1 min, 58OC for 2 min,
and 72°C for 3 min.
All the plasmids
encoding LexA fusions were constructed
by inserting the corresponding
coding regions in-frame at the 3’ end of
LexA contained in the 2~ HI.53 plasmid, LexA(202+pl)
(Ruden et al.,
1991). The following were inserted as full-length proteins (preceded
by additional amino acids, indicated in parentheses)
fused at their
amino termini to the carboxyl terminus of LexA: E(spl)-m8 (EF) as a
EcoRI-BamHI
fragment: and hairy (LTE), dpn (EFRYK), m&/C (EFYT),
m3 (EFI), m5 (EFK), and m7 (EFT) as EcoRI-Sall
fragments.
LexAda-,oI
(EFPGI) was made as a BamHI-Sall
fragment. LexA-DmcdcP
and LexA-bcd,lso
have been described
previously
(Golemis
and
Brent, 1992; Gyuris et al., 1993).
Activator-tagged
proteins were expressed
using pJG4-5, a 2~ TRP 1’
plasmid(Gyurisetal.,
1993). Thecloneexpressinggro21141~wasgenerated by digesting the original pZP54 clone with Mlul-Xhol,
treating it
with Klenow polymerase,
and recircularizing
it.
LexA-hairymh.,
includes three missense mutations:
R46C, as present in /V (Wainwright
and Ish-Horowitz,
1992), and two further mutations, L51R and K55E, in helix I, which were introduced
simultaneously by two-step PCR mutagenesis
(Higuchi et al., 1988). Thus, the
following three steps were performed
as two: PCR was performed
using a primer specific to the N-terminus
of hairy and a 3’ primer
including the desired mutations (GTTCATTGCGACAGTTGTTAATGCATGCACGTC);
in parallel, PCR was performed
using a primer specific to the C-terminus
of hairy and a mutated 5’ primer (AACAACTGTCGCAATGAACTCGAGACTCTG);
and a final PCR reaction was
performed
using the overlapping
products of the above reactions
to
reconstitute
full-length mutated hairy cDNA. LexA-hairyABam,
which
contains amino acids l-268, was generated
by cloning the EcoRIBamHl fragment from hairy into LexA(7-202j+p/.
LexA-hairyAWRPW
and LexA-E(spl)-m7AWRPW
are identical to their respective
fulllength genes, except that PCR was used to convert the penultimate
W into a stop codon and to introduce a downstream
cloning site. LexAE(spl)-m7AbHLH
includes
amino acids 66-186
and LexA-hairyAbHLH
(gift of G. Jimbnez)
includes amino acids 89-337 of their
respective
proteins; both lack bHLH domains.
All GST fusions were assembled
by inserting the corresponding
genes in-frame, C-terminal
of the GST gene contained
in pGEX-PT
(Smith and Johnston,
1988); GST-hairy,
GST-E(spl)-m&/C,
GST-
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E(spl)-m7, and GST-E(spl>m8
encode for the full-length genes, while
GST-E(spl)-m7AWRPW
contains a truncated
version of E(spl)-m7,
lacking the last four amino acids. pGST-hairyANot
is a carboxyterminal truncation of the GST-hairy
construct generated by digesting
with Notl, filling in with Klenow, and religating. GST-T4was
a gift from
J. Posakony.
PET-gro was derived by subcloning full-length gro into
the pET17b vector.
Yeast Interaction
Assays
Yeast interaction trap selection and interaction assays were performed
essentially
as previously
described
(Gyuris et al., 1993; Finley and
Brent, 1994). More information and detailed protocols can be found on
the Massachusetts
General Hospital Department of Molecular Biology
gopher server,
accessible
via Internet.
In summary,
yeast Strain
EGY48 (MATa rrpl ura3his3leuZ::p3LexA,-LEU2),
with an integrated
LfU2 reporter gene and upstream LexA operators,
was transformed
with pSHl8-34
(the 2~ URA3 ptasmid LexA,-lacz)
and LexA(202+pf)hairy, which directs synthesis
of a LexA-hairy
fusion protein. This
selection
strain was transformed
with a cDNA library derived from
O-12 hr embryonic
poly(A)’ RNA (RFLYl;
R. L. Finley and R. Brent,
unpublisheddata)in
the2u TRP7 plasmid, pJG45(Gyurisetal.,
1993).
pJG4-5 allows galactosedependent
expression
of cDNA-encoded
fusion proteins with amino-terminal
moieties consisting of a nuclear localization signal, a transcription
activation domain, and the hemaglutinin epitope tag. The library contained 4 x lo8 independent
members,
90% of which had unidirectional
cDNA inserts with lengths from 0.52.8 kb. Trp’ colonies (1 x 107 were collected (at least 25% of the
library), pooled, and stored frozen. Thawed aliquots containing
- 1 x
107 viable cells were plated into Ura- His- Trp- Leu- plates, including
galactose
and raffinose to select for activation of the LexA,-LEtJ2
gene. Of 259 Leu’ yeast colonies that formed, 52 showed galactosedependent leucine prototrophy
and /acZexpression
on X-Gal indicator
plates. Library plasmids were rescued in E. coli strain KC8 and were
classified
according
to insert length. Individual plasmids were separately introduced
into the original selection strain expressing
LexAhairy or into related strains expressing
other LexA fusions. cDNA plasmids (13) encoded proteins that interacted specifically
with LexA-hairy
and not with strains expressing
other LexA fusions. DNA sequencing
revealed that one of these plasmids (pZP54) contained a cDNA that
encodes amino acids 251-719 of the gro gene product.
Individual interprotein interactions
were tested using strains similar
to those described
above. Yeast manipulations
and 8galactosidase
assays on individual transformants
used standard procedures
(Ausubel et al., 1987-1993).
Levels of LexA fusion protein expression
in
yeast were monitored via Western blots using an anti-LexA antibody
(Golemis and Brent, 1992).
In Vitro Interactions
of GST Fusion Proteins
SRP84 (don, htpf?d
gift from C. Higgins), a protease-deficient
strain
of E. coli, was transformed
with either pGEX-PT or an appropriate
expression
plasmid and was grown overnight in LB medium with ampicillin (100 pg/ml), tetracycline
(50 ug/ml), and 0.4% glucose. Five milliliters of the culture was added to 100 ml of medium containing ampicillin
and tetracycline
and was incubated
at 30°C for 1 hr before adding
1.7 mM IPTG to induce expression
of fusion proteins, and the culture
was incubated at 30°C for another 3 hr. The bacteria were harvested
and lysed by sonication
in 10 ml of MTX (150 mM NaCI, 18 mM
N&HP04, 4 mM NaH*PO, [pH 7.31, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride, 2 mM EDTA, 5 uglml aprotinin, 0.5 pglml leupeptin, 0.7 uglml
pepstatin, and 0.1% 8-mercaptoethanol).
10% Triton X-100 (1 ml) was
added, the suspension
was mixed, and insoluble material was removed by centrifugation.
The supernatant
was mixed with 1 ml of
glutathione-Sepharose
48 beads (Pharmacia),
rolled at 4‘C for 15
min, and transferred
to a column. The column was washed with 30
ml of MTX and 1% Triton X-100, followed by 10 ml of MTX; beads
were stored as a 50:50 slurry with MTX.
?S-labeled gro was synthesized
in vitro from pET-gro,
using the
TNT-coupled
rabbit reticulocyte
lysate system (Promega).
=S-labeled
programmed
reticulocyte
lysate (20 ul) was bound to preincubate
immobilized GST proteins (Bengal et al., 1992). Equal amounts of fusion
proteins were used in each experiment;
and blank glutathione beads
blocked with bacterial extract were used to bring all bead volumes to
30 11. Bound protein was released by boiling in gel sample buffer and

was analyzed with SDS-polyacrylamide
PAGE) and autoradiography.
Supernatants
trol against degradation.

gel electrophoresis
were also analyzed

(SDSto con-

Pole Cell Transplantation
and Embryo Analysis
Pole cell transplantations
were performed
following standard techniques (Forbes and Ingham, 1993). Pole cell donor embryos were
derived from a cross between Df(3R)E(spl)sn2
WTMGB Tb and grox”‘/
TMGB Tb and were transplanted
into ova“‘/+; bw/+; St/+ hosts. Eclosed
female flies were mated to gro”l+
males. Germ cells heterozygous
for gro yield progeny with TMGB balancer chromosomes.
Use of different gro alleles shows that the neurogenic
and other phenotypes
are
not due to secondary
linked mutations.
Embryos for antibody staining and cuticle preparations
were collected and handled according
to standard methods (Wieschaus
and
N8ssleinVolhard,
1988; Forbes and Ingham, 1993). All experiments
tested eggs from more than one female, and results are based on
multiple eggs from different females. Postgastrulation
gr@Or- embryos
were derived from overnight egg lays; their morphology
is too disrupted
for precise staging. lmmunohistochemistry
was performed
using polyclonal mouse anti-hairy antibodies,
rat anti-hb antibodies,
rat anti-eve
antibodies,
rabbit anti+
antibodies
(Krause et al., 1988) mouse
monoclonal
anti-lnvected
antibodies
(Pate1 et al., 1989) and monoclonal anti-Sxl antibodies (Bopp et al., 1991). Because fixation conditions were not optimized for Sxl staining, our experiments
were not
designed to detect Sxl earlier than stage 13. Detection used appropriate alkaline phosphatase-coupled
secondary
antibodies (Jackson
lmmunoresearch
Laboratories).
Embryos were dehydrated
in ethanol,
mounted in methacrylate
(JE-4; Polyscience),
and viewed under Nomarski optics. A more detailed examination
of altered expression
patterning in gro”“‘- embryos will be presented
elsewhere.
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